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The set of fixed points of an automorphism of a finitely generated free group is a 
finitely generated group, settling a conjecture of G. P. Scott’s, (c~ 1987 Academic press, 

Inc. 

A conjecture attributed to G. P. Scott [ 1 l] states that if 4 is an 
automorphism of a finitely generated free group F, then Fix(d) = 
{XE F) #(x)=x} is finitely generated (see also [ 1, p. 1951). In this article 
we give an affirmative solution to Scott’s conjecture. The solution is con- 
structive in the sense that an algorithm is given to generate the fixed points 
of 4. 

The history of the problem begins, to our knowledge, with a result of 
J. Dyer and G. P. Scott [l], who show that if 4 is periodic, then in fact 
Fix(#) is a free factor of F. Consequently, rank Fix(#) < rank F. Next there 
is a result of W. Jaco and P. Shalen [6], who show that Fix(d) is finitely 
generated of rank at most that of F if $ is induced by a homeomorphism of 
the pair (M, x), where M is a compact bounded orientable two dimen- 
sional manifold, x E M. We took up the problem in [3], where we showed 
Scott’s conjecture was true for 4 induced by change of maximal tree (CMT, 
for short) in a finite connected graph X (defined in 1.8 below). Our result 
was constructive and actually gave an algorithm for producing the fixed 
points. In the CMT case, rank Fix(+) < rank F is also true. 

We strongly urge the reader to become acquainted with [3] before 
reading this paper, since the technical difficulties in the CMT case are 
minimal and all but two key ideas, to be explained below, are present there. 
This paper is written pretty much independently of [3], however. 

Our idea is to decompose a general automorphism 4 of F as a com- 
position of Whitehead automorphisms [13]. This can be done by an 
algorithm due to J. H. C. Whitehead. We use a result of ours [3, 5.51 to 
represent a Whitehead automorphism as a CMT automorphism. Con- 
sequently we must analyze a composition of finitely many CMT 
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automorphisms. This is handled by a construction we call the “big fibre 
product,” 2.4. Sections 2 and 3 below are devoted to studying the proper- 
ties of the big libre product and its edge morphisms. These results are 
applied in 4.5 to give a graphical description of 4: 

4.5. THEOREM. Let Y be a finite graph with one vertex and let 4 be an 
automorphism of 7c,( Y). Then there is a finite connected graph X, morphisms 
,f; ,f’: X + Y, and a vertex v in X such that f and f’ are special 
(D@ition 3.4), their degenerate sets D(f) and D(f ‘) each contain maximal 
trees of X, Ker f, = Ker f$, where f,, fi: x1(X, v) -+ zl( Y), and 
,fio f;’ = 4 as automorphisms of n,( Y). 

In Section 5 we perform modifications on f, f' in 4.5 to produce a sim- 
pler graphical description of 4 via morphisms A f ‘: X+ Y satisfying 
properties 

Gl : Df and Df’ are maximal trees of X with no edges in common, 

G2: f 1 (X-E(Df)) and f’ 1 (X-E(Df’)) are both immersions, and 

G3: f and f’ are special with Ker f* = Ker f;l; fko f.+-’ = 4. 

These properties Gl-G3 and their formal consequence G4 
(Theorem 5.10) are the only properties used in the remainder of the article. 
Property G4 is especially important; we call it “path surgery.” Along with 
the “big tibre product,” path surgery is the new idea beyong the CMT case 
[3] which enables us to solve Scott’s conjecture. In Section 6, we use path 
surgery to show (6.7) that fixed points of 4 can be generated by the set & 
of (f, f ‘) reduced paths (Definition 6.2). Section 7 gives the algorithm for 
producing all elements of &’ (7.6). The set %&’ is in general infinite (Exam- 
ple 6.8). 

In Section 8 we discuss the algorithm 7.5 in more depth. A finite collec- 
tion of paths in A, the “standard paths” (8.1), is introduced. The main 
results here are 8.6 and 8.7 and are of a technical nature. They enable us to 
extract from &’ a finite subset &?’ (Definition 9.1) which is proved in 9.4 to 
generate all fixed points of 4. The main conclusion is drawn in 9.5, that 
Fix 4 is finitely generated, and a bound on the rank is given in 9.7. 

We deduce in 9.12, 9.13 that the fixed point set of any automorphism of 
a Fuchsian group, or more generally of a non-Euclidean crystallographic 
(NEC) group, is finitely generated. 

The results of this article were announced in [4]. 
I wish to acknowledge my gratitude to John Stallings, who acquainted 

me with the problem and offered me encouragement as I came to under- 
stand it better. 
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Contents. 1. Graphs. 2. Fibre products. 3. Special morphisms. 4. Graphical 
representation of automorphisms, 1. 5. Graphical representation of automorphisms, 
II. 6. Fixed points. 7. Construction of M. 8. Further properties of A. 9. Finiteness 
result. Appendix. 

1. GRAPHS 

We review the notion of graph introduced in [2]. We refer also to [lo] 
and [9] at various times for proofs of the fundamental results. 

1.1. A graph X is a nonempty set with involution x + X (so R = x) and a 
retraction 1: X-+ V(X), where V(X) = {x E X)1 )% = x>, the fixed point set of 
the involution. Thus 1(1(x)) = i(x). We define r(x)=: i(X) and 
E(X) =: X- V(X). Intuitively V(X) is to be thought of as the set of vertices, 
E(X) the set of edges, r(x) the initial vertex of x and r(x) the terminal ver- 
tex. The edges E(X) occur in pairs x # X, x E E(X), an idea introduced by 
Serre [9]. 

A morphism of graphs f: X-, X’ is a map f such that f(x) =f(x) and 
i(f(x)) =f(z(x)). The category of graphs has a terminal object denoted *, 
fibre products, and push-outs. In addition, there is a geometrical 
realization functor XH BX which assigns to the graph X a l-dimensional 
CW complex and to a morphism a regular cellular map [2, 1.31. This per- 
mits us to use the geometrical laguage of maximal trees, fundamental 
group, and homotopy equivalence. 

For example, a subgraph X, of the connected graph X is a maximal tree 
if BX, is a maximal tree in BX. This notion of maximal tree can be 
described purely combinatorially [2, 1.61 without reference to BX. 

The product in the category of graphs is somewhat peculiar. If Z denotes 
the graph with BZ the unit interval, we can take Z= (z E C 1 z = 0, 1, l/2 + i, 
l/2 - i}, where the involution is complex conjugation. 

V(Z)= {O, I>, r(1/2+i)=O, 1( l/2 - i) = 1. 

Then Ix Z has 4 vertices and 12 edges, the latter paired under the 
involution. 

1.2. A path p [2,2.1] in the graph X is an ordered n tuple (n 2 l), 
P = (x1 7 x2,-., xn), x~EX, such that r(xj)=i(xj+r), l<jdn--1. Let 
Z(p) = n, the length of the path p. The vertices 1(x1) and z(x,) are called the 
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initial and terminal points of p, written z(p) and z(p); respectively. There is 
the trivial path v at a vertex v. If two paths p and p’ are such that 
l( p’) = z(p), then their composite p. p’ is defined by concatenation. The 
operation is associative when defined. 

An elementar?) reduction p L p’ of paths is either 

1.2.1. p= (x I,..., x,,) is replaced by p’= (x ,,..., x- 1, xj+ 1 ,..., x,) if 
.yi E V(X) and n > 1, or 

1.2.2. p = (x,, x2 ,..., x,,) is replaced by p’ = (x, ,..., I,~ 1, i(xj), 
xi+? ,..., x,,) if .yi+ , = .Y,. 

The path p is called reduced if it admits no elementary reductions. Two 
paths, p and p’, are called equivalent, written p - p’, if there is a finite 
sequence of paths p = p,, pr ,..., pn, = p’ such that either p, L p,+ , or 

P ,+, L pifor 16j<m-1. 

1.3. PROPOSITION [IO]. (a) Each path is equivalent to a unique reduced 
path. 

(b) The operation of composition of paths is compatible with 
equivalence. That is, p-p’, q-q’ implies p’ q - p’ . q’ if the compositions 
are defined. 

1.4. We recall the combinatorial description of the fundamental group 
[9]. If X is a graph and v E V(X), 7c,( X, v) is the set of equivalence classes 
of paths p such that I(P) = T(P) = v (such a path is called a circuit at v). It 
is a group under composition of paths, and the inverse of the class 
represented by p = (x, ,..., xn) is represented by p =: (X,, X,,+ , ,..., X, ). 
rc,(X, v) is a free group whose rank is the rank of H,(X,), where X,, is the 
connected component of X containing v. 

To exhibit a free basis for x,(X, v) proceed as follows. Choose an orien- 
tation @ [lo] on X. Thus CocE(X) and #(On{x,%}=l for each 
x E E(X). Let T be a maximal tree of X0. Denote by [v, w] T the (unique) 
reduced path in T from vertex v to vertex u’; v, w E V(X,). Then a free basis 
for z,(X, v) is given by the equivalence classes of the circuits 

C4 4e)lT. e. Cze, vlT 

for e E e’ n (X, - T). 
If f: X + x’ is a morphism of graphs then f induces a map of paths 

p= (x, ,..., .Y,,)+ fp= (f(x,), f(x2) ,..., f(x,)). This map preserves 
equivalence classes of paths and respects the composition operation, so 
induces a homomorphism f*,U: x,(X, v) + n,(xI, f(v)), where VE V(X). If 
the vertex v is understood, we shall often abbreviate f,,v to f+. 
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1.5. If X is a graph and v E V(X), let Star,(v) = {XE X ] z(x) = v}. A 
morphism f: X+ X’ of graphs induces a map f, : Star,(v) + Star,.(f(v)). 
We say f is an immersion [ 10, 3.11 if f, is injective for each v E V(X). If 
each f, is bijective, f is a covering. The main properties of immersions are 
summarized in 

1.6. PROPOSITION [ 10, Sect. 51. Let f: X + A” be an immersion. 

(a) If p is a reduced path in X, then fp is a reduced path in x’. 

(b) Zfp and q are paths in X with l(p) = l(q) and fp = fq, then p = q. 

(c) If VE V(X), the induced map f*:n](X, v)+rt,(x), f(v)) is injec- 
tive. 

1.7. If f: X-+ X’ is a morphism of graphs, we define the degenerate set 
Df =: (xEXI f(x)E V(X’)}. Df is always a subgraph of X. If Df = V(X), 
we say f is non-degenerate. The morphisms considered by Stallings [lo] 
and Serre [9] are what we call non-degenerate morphisms. 

1.8. EXAMPLE. Let X be a connected graph and let T be a maximal tree 
in X. Let the diagram 

TGX 

I I /J 
* - XjT= Y 

be a push out diagram. Then Dp = T and p is a homotopy equivalence of X 
with the one vertex graph Y, so p* : x,(X, v) -% rr , ( Y) for any v E V(X). If 
T’ is another maximal tree in X and if the diagram 

I I P’ 
*-+Y 

is also a push out diagram, then the automorphism 4, of R,(Y) given by 
the composition 

is called a CMT (for “change of maximal tree”) automorphism of rri( Y). 
Such automotphisms and their fixed points were studied in [3]. 
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2. FIBRE PRODUCTS 

2.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose f: X + Y and g: Z + Y are morphisms of 
connected graphs where Y has one vertex. Suppose Df and Dg contain 
maximal trees of X and Z, respectivelwy. In the fibre product diagram 

it ,follotis that P is connected and D(f 0 g,) contains a maximal tree of P. If 
in addition f is surjective, so is f. 

Proof: Since # V(Y) = 1, it follows that V(P) = V(X) x V(Z). Let (x, -7) 
and (x,, z, ) E V(P). Since .Y and X, can be connected in DJ; (x, z) and 
(x,, z) can be connected in @f x (z}. Similarly (x1, z) and (x,, r,) can be 
connected m {x, , \ x Dg. Since Df x {z} and {x, } x Dg are contained in 
D(,fo g,), the latter is connected and contains all vertices of P. Thus P is 
connected and D(,fo g,) contains a maximal tree of P. 

Suppose f is surjective and let :E Z. If f(.y) = g(z) with .x~ A’, then 
(x, z) E P and f,((-\-, z)) = z, so f, is surjective. This completes the proof of 
2.1. 

2.2. Remark. The argument showed that for any z E V(Z), f,- '(z) = 
Df x { 2 ) is connected. 

2.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose P -+‘Z +p Y are morphisms of connected 
graphs where Y has one vertex. Suppose that Dg contains a maximal tree T 
of Z and f is surjective and that for all z E V(Z), f-‘(z) is connected. Then 
D( gf) contains a maximal tree of P. 

Proof. Each fP ‘(2) c D( gf), for z E V(Z). For each t E T choose e, E P 
with f(e,) = t. Then C= IJ,, y(z) f  -l(z) IJ ,t r(e,} is a connected subgraph 
of P containing V(P), and C G D( gf). 

2.4. Consider now the following diagram of morphisms: 

yZ’\ yz2\j \ /?-\, 

Y, Y2 Y,... Y,-, Y?l 
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Here yi: Zi+ Yi and Sj:Zj+ Yi+,, 1 6 i < n - 1. We can fill in by taking 
successive fibre products to get a pyramidal diagram, illustrated below for 
n=4: 

P 

The top of the pyramid we call P and the composite morphism P + Y, we 
call ai. Observe that CI, is independent of the route chosen from P to Yi. We 
call this construction, for want of better terminology, the “big fibre 
product.” 

2.4.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose that all Yi and Zi are connected and all Yi 
have one vertex. Assume each yi, 6; is surjective and each D(y,.), D(Si) con- 
tains a maximal tree of Zi. Then P is connected, D(cr , ) and D(cr,) contain 
maximal trees of P, and P + Y, and P + Y,, are surjective. 

Proof We proceed by induction on n. Call Pj the top of the pyramid 
constructed from the data yi, 6; for i < j - 1. Then Pz = Z, and the con- 
clusion holds for j = 2 by the hypothesis. Assume the result of j = n - 1 and 
consider a portion of the big libre product diagram: 

Z” --I 
6,-l 

\ Y”. 

By the induction hypothesis, P,- , is connected, D(B) contains a maximal 
tree of P, _ 1, and /? is surjective. From 2.1 and 2.2, the fibres of /?’ over ver- 
tices of Z, ~ 1 are connected, /3’ is surjective, and P, is connected. From 2.3, 
D(6, _, o p’) contains a maximal tree of P,. Also, 6, _, 0 p’ is surjective. But 
a,=6,-,o/I’, so the conclusions are valid for a,. To get them for a,, just 
reason by symmetry. 
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2.5. Remark. We shall need to impose even stronger conditions on the 
yi, di in the next section to guarantee that the maps C(~: P -+ Yi are surjec- 
tive on 71,. 

3. SPECIAL MORPHISMS 

In this section, we consider composites of edge collapses and edge folds. 

3.1. DEFINITION. An edge collapse is a push out diagram 

where j is a morphism of the combinatorial unit interval I( 1.1) into X. If 
e = j( l/2 + i), then the effect off is to identify e, F, z(e), and r(e) to one ver- 
tex. 

Define a graph J as follows. Let J= {Z E C 1 z = 0, f 1, f l/2 f i} and let 
the involution on J be complex conjugation. Define 1: J+ V(J) by 

41/2+4=1(-l/2-i)=O, 1(1/2-i)=l, 1(-1/2+i)= -1. 

The geometrical realization of J is two intervals with a vertex in common: 

J 0 

Define a map K: J+Z by K(Z)=Z if Rez30, K(Z)= --z if Rez<O. The 
effect of Bti is to fold the two intervals to one interval. 
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We define an edge fold to be a push out diagram 

JAX 

where j, and j, are morphisms. If j, is non-degenerate and j,( l/2 + i) # 
j,( - l/2 + i), this diagram is admissible in the sense of [ 10, 3.21. If on the 
other hand j,( l/2 + i) = j,( - l/2 + i), then f is in fact an edge collapse. 

3.2. PROPOSITION. Zf X --d Y is an edge collapse or an edge fold, then for 
any uE V(X), f,: 7c,(X, u) + 7r1( Y, f(u)) is surjectiue. 

Proof: The argument given in [ 10,4.3] applies to this situation without 
change. 

The significance of edge collapses and edge folds is made evident in the 
following: 

3.3. PROPOSITION. Any morphism f: X + Y of finite graphs factors as 
f=f3ofzof x-+"x 19 ,+/ix* -+r3 Y, where f, is a composition of edge 
collapses, f2 is a composition of admissible edge folds, and f3 is an immer- 
sion. 

Prooj Each connected component Z of Df is mapped by f to a vertex 
of Y. We can thus factor f as S;r,, 

where f, occurs in a push out diagram 

Dfc X 

I I 
fl 

u-x,, 
where U is a disjoint union of copies of *, one for each component of DA 
and Df -+ U maps each component of Df to its corresponding component 
of u. 

The map g: X, + Y is non-degenerate, so g factors as f3 of*, where f2 is 
a composition of admissible edge folds and f3 is an immersion [lo, 3.33. In 
addition, it is easy to see that fi is a composition of edge collapses. This 
completes the proof. 

3.4. DEFINITION. A morphism f: X + Y of finite graphs is called special 
if it is a composition of edge collapses and edge folds. Special morphisms 
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are surjective on 71, , computed at any vertex in X, by 3.2. Observe also that 
any special morphism is surjective, since edge folds and edge collapses are 
surjective. 

3.5. THEOREM. Let f: X + Y be a morphism of finite connected graphs. 
Then there is a factorization 

Inhere p is special and j is an immersion. In addition the factorization is uni- 
que in the sense that if 

Z 

is another factorization with p’ special and j’ an immersion, then there is an 
isomorphism 0: Z -+ Z’ such that op = p’, j’o = j, 

ProoJ The existence of the factorization f = jop follows from 3.3. 
For uniqueness, suppose we have two factorizations of f, f = jp = j’p’, 

where p, p’ are special and j, j’ are immersions. Construct P, the fibre 
product of j and j’, and complete to a commutative diagram, using the 
universal property of tibre products: 
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Observe that 0 and 0’ are immersions, since the pull-back of an immersion 
is also an immersion. Since X is connected and p, p’ are surjective, it 
follows that Z, Z’ are connected. If u E V(X), p* and p’,, the induced maps 
on nr, are surjective (3.2). It follows that C+ and a;, the induced maps on 
rci(P, r(u)) are surjective. But (T, 0’ are immersions, so c*, a; are injective 
(1.6c), hence isomorphisms. In addition 0, 0’ are surjective maps (since 
p, p’ are surjective). 

Admit for the moment the validity of the following: 

3.6. LEMMA. Zf f: X + Y is an immersion of finite connected graphs 
which is surjkctive and such that f.+: TC,(X, v) -+ n,( Y, fv) is an isomorphism 
for some VE V(X), then f is an isomorphism. 

Returning to the proof of 3.5, let P, be the connected component of P 
containing r(u). We see that g 1 P, and 0’ 1 PO are isomorphisms of graphs. 
It follows that (0’ 1 P,) 0 (a 1 PO)-’ is the desired isomorphism Z + Z’ and 
the proof of 3.5 is complete, assuming Lemma 3.6. 

Proof of Lemma 3.6. The version of M. Hall’s theorem due to J. 
Stallings (see the Appendix) implies there is a commutative diagram 

/ li .I” 
Y 

where X is a subgraph of X’ and f’ is a finite connected covering. Since ,f, 
is an isomorphism, fi is also an isomorphism. But f’ is a connected 
covering, so f’ is an isomorphism. In particular this implies f is injective. 
Since f is also surjective, f is an isomorphism of graphs. The proof of 3.6 is 
complete. 

3.7. COROLLARY. Zf f: X + Y is a surjective morphism of finite connected 
graphs and DE V(X), then f.+: x,(X, v)-+Tc,(Y, fv) is surjectiue iff f is 
special. 

Proo$ We have f = j o p, where p is special and j is an immersion. Since 
f is surjective, it follows that j is surjective. If f, is surjective, then j, is an 
isomorphism. By 3.6, j is an isomorphism and it follows that f is special. 

The result just proved gives the desired homotopy characterization of 
special morphisms. 

3.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose f: X + Y and g: Z + Y are morphisms of 
finite connected graphs where Y has one vertex. Assume f and g are special 
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and Llf and Dg contain maxrmal trees of X and Z respectively. In the fibre 
product diagram, 

it follows that P is connected, f 0 g, is special, and D(f 0 g,) contains a 
maximal tree qf P. Jf in addition g is a homotopy equivalence, then f, is 
special. 

ProoJ That P is connected and D(f 0 g,) contains a maximal tree T of 
P follows from 2.1. Since f is special, it is surjective, whence f, is surjective. 
Thus g 0 f, = f 0 g, is surjective. Let y be an edge of Y and let .Y E E(P) with 
f 0 g,(s) = y. Let v E V(P). Let 5 be the class of the circuit 

[v. rx]-,.x. [TX, VIT 

in rr,( P, u) and let 4 denote the class of y in rc,( Y) (since Y has only one 
vertex). Then Tc D(,f 0 g,) so (f 0 gi),(<) = v]. Thus (fo gi), is surjective 
on n,. It follows from 3.7 that f 0 g, is special.’ 

If in addition g is a homotopy equivalence, then (f,), is surjective. Site 
fi is surjective, it follows from 3.7 that f, is special. This completes the 
proof of 3.8. 

3.9. We return again to the situation of 2.4, with a diagram 

and fill in to form the pyramidal diagram of the big fibre product P and the 
edge morphisms CC,: P+ Y,, a,: P+ Y,,. 

’ John Stalling informed me that this result follows from a Lemma: If f: X + Y is a surjec- 
tive morphism and Qf is connected, then ,f is special. 
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3.9.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose all Yj and Zi are connected and Y; are one 
vertex graphs. Assume each Dy,, D6, is a maximal tree of Zi and that yi, ai 
factor as 

Z, - Z,/Dy, --% Yi, 

Zi - Zi/Doi 2 Y, + I 

where the first map collapses a maximal tree and the second map is an 
isomorphism. Then the edge morphisms c(~ : P + Y,, tl,,: P + Y, in the big 
fibre product are special, P is connected, and D(E,) and D(cc,) contain 
maximal trees of P. 

Proof That P is connected and the D(a,), D(a,,) contain maximal trees 
of P follow from 2.4.1. To see c(r and CI, are special, we proceed by induc- 
tion on n, the induction starting because y, and 6, are special. 

In the inductive step, assume P, _ , is the top of the pyramid constructed 
from yi, di, i < n - 2 and consider the diagram 

I 

\ 
a,- I 

y,, . 

Here j? is an edge map of the big tibre product for step n - 1, so fl is special. 
Since y,- , is special and a homotopy equivalence, it follows from 3.8 that 
8 is special. Then u,, = 6, _, 0 /?’ is special. That CI 1 is special follows from 
symmetry. This completes the proof of 3.9.1. 

4. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF AUTOMORPHISMS, I 

In this section we show how to represent an automorphism of a finitely 
generated free group by the edge maps of a big iibre product (2.4). 

4.1. Let 4 be an automorphism of rcr( Y), where Y is a finite graph with 
only one vertex. If 0 is an orientation of Y (Section 1) then 0 gives a free 
basis for rcr( Y). With respect to this basis, we can define Whitehead 
automorphisms of zl( Y) [7, p. 31; 3, 5.4). A fundamental result of J. H. C. 
Whitehead’s [ 131 asserts 4 = z, ~ I 0 t, _ 2 o . . . 0 T,, where 7i are Whitehead 
automorphisms of 71 r ( Y). 
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In [3, 5.41 we showed that each Whitehead automorphism ti was a 
CMT automorphism of Y. This means there is a connected finite (two-ver- 
tex) graph Z,, morphisms Y c )‘I Zi -+61 Y, where Dy,, Dhi are maximal trees 
of Z,, y, and 6, factor as 

Z,- Z/Dyi++ Y, 

Z;- Z/D6;-% Y 

respectively; and there is a vertex ui in Z, such that 6;* o Y*; ’ : z,( Y) + n,( Y) 
is precisely zi, when the fundamental group of Zi is computed at ui. 

Hence we have a diagram 

where all Y, = Y, and we can form the big libre product P and its edge 
maps LX, : P + Y, LX,,: P -t Y. These are special by 3.9.1. In addition, the ver- 
tices ui in Z, determine a vertex u in P, so we have surjective 
homomorphisms c~i*, a,,.: x,(P, u) + 7tl( Y). 

We shall see how d can be recovered from these data. 

4.2. LEMMA. Ker c(]* = Ker a,,. 

Proqf: Denote by C(~ the (unique) map P+ Yi in the pyramid. Let fii 
denote the (unique) map P + Zi. Then ~1, = yio lJi, CI,, , = die pi. Since y,* 
and hi. are isomorphisms, Ker CI,. = Ker fl,* = Ker a,;+ i,*. Thus Ker czi. = 
Ker a,,. . 

4.3. Suppose in general that f and g are two homomorphisms of a group 
G onto a group H such that Ker f= Ker g. Then we can define an 
automorphism $ of H by gof-‘. Equivalently f and g determine 
canonical isomorphisms J g: G/N -5 H, where N = Ker f = Ker g, and 
*= g0f-‘. 

We can apply this construction to ozi*, ~1,~ in 4.2 to get an automorphism 
$=cqz*OCI; of n,(Y). 

4.4. PROPOSITION. In this setting, C$ = II/ as automorphisms of n,( Y). 

ProoJ We proceed by induction on n. Since T, = 6,. 0 r;‘, the induction 
starts. 

Assuming the result for n - 1, let P,_, be the top of the pyramid con- 
structed from yi, 6;, id n - 2. We have a diagram 
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p,- 
E 

J 
Y, 

Here E, /I are the edge maps of the pyramid for step n - 1, so 
j?*&*‘=T”-20 **. or,, by induction. Also a, =soy’ and c(,, = 6,,+ ]fi’ 
and I+G = u,,*~cr,’ = an*(Eoy’);’ = c~~*&-‘E+ = IX,~.O~~~‘/?*‘~~*E*’ = 
6 (,-l,*rC;O(Y~-‘OB*‘)8*OE*l = s,“~,,*B’,(B’,-‘~y,‘,,*)~p*~&,’ = 
6 (n-l,*“Y(nl*)* Op*O&;’ = Tn-,o(T”~zo ... or,)=& 

We can organize our results so far in 

4.5. THEOREM. Let Y be a finite graph with one vertex and let 4 be an 
automorphism of 7~,( Y). There is a finite connected graph X, morphisms 
f, f’ : X -+ Y, and a vertex v E V(X) such that 

4.51. f and f’ are special, 

4.5.2. D(f) and D(f’) contain maximal trees of X, 

4.5.3. Ker f* = Ker f& when f*, fk: x,(X, v) + z,( Y), and 

4.5.4. fiof<‘=d as automorphisms of n,(Y). 

Proof: We factor 4 as a composition TV-, 0 . . . 0 T? 0 T, of Whitehead 
automorphisms and represent each TV as a CMT automorphism of rr,( Y), 
then form the big libre product P and edge maps a,, u, : P + Y, v E V(P) as 
in 4.1. We already observed ~1, and ~1, are special in 4.1. D(gl) and D(a,) 
contain maximal trees of P and P is connected by 3.9.1. Ker a,* = Ker a,. 
by 4.2. Finally a,,* 0 a ;’ = 4 by 4.4. 

Thus X= P, f = ~1,) and f’ = CI,, satisfy the conclusions of 4.5. 

5. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF AUTOMORPHISMS, II 

In this section, we modify X, f, f’ in 4.5 so that f and f’ are immersions 
off their degenerate sets. We preserve the notation of 4.5 here. 

5.1. PROPOSITION. Zf Y is a finite graph with one vertex and 4 is an 
automorphism of z,( Y), then X, f, f’ in 4.5 may be chosen so that 4.5.14.5.4 
are satisfied and in addition E(Df) n E(Df ‘) = 0. 

Proox Let U be a disjoint union of copies of *, one for each component 
of D(f) n D(f ‘). Map D(f) n D( f ‘) to U by collapsing each connected 
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component to the corresponding point of U. Consider the push out 
diagram 

Then f and f’ factor through p to give f,, f’, : X, + Y, respectively. Let 
u, = p( 0). We claim X, , f, , f’, , u, satisfy the corresponding conditions 
4.5.14.5.4. p* is surjective on rr, by repeated application of 3.2, and p itself 
is surjective from properties of push outs. Thus X, is connected and f, and 
f’, are special by 3.7. Since D(f,), D(f’,) are images of D(f), D(f’) under 
p, they contain maximal trees of Xi. If N= Ker p* and K= Ker f, = 
Ker f;, then N c K and Ker f, * = Ker f’, * 2 K/N. Lastly, 4 = fk 0 f; ’ = 
(f;~~),o(f,o~)+‘=f;.~~*~~*~,f~‘=f;*~f~’, so the properties 
4.5.1-4.5.4 are satisfied for X,, f,, f ‘, , u,. 

5.2. By virtue of 5.1, we may assume that E(D(f))nE(D(f’))= @ in 
addition to 4.5.1-4.5.4 in Theorem 4.5. 

With this additional assumption, assume that e, e’ E E(D(f’)) are distinct 
edges folded by f: That is, ze = re’ and fe = fe’ E E( Y), (since E(D( f )) n 
E(D(f’) = a). Observe that the pair (e, e’) is admissible [ 10, 3.21. For if 
e’=e, then f(e’)=f(F)=f(e) and f(e’)=f(e), so f(e)=f(e)E V(Y); thus 
e E D( f ), a contradiction. We can thus perform an admissible fold on X, 
identifying e and e’ to form a quotient graph, X,, [ 10, 3.31. Since 
e, e’ E D( f ‘), both f and f’ factor through the quotient graph and the fac- 
torizations f, , f; are special morphisms X, + Y. We wish to verify that 
f, , f; satisfy 4.5.14.5.4. The only non-trivial verification is 4.5.3, which we 
carry out. 

The quotient map X+ X, is a homotopy equivalence unless ze = te’ 
[ 10,4.4]. In case se = ze’, the kernel N of the quotient map p: n,(X, v) + 
7c,(X1 , u) is normally generated by the equivalence class of the circuit 
[u. ze]..e.F’. [ze, u-Jr, where T is a maximal tree of X in D$ Thus 
Nc Ker f, = Ker ,fi. From this it follows that Ker f,* = Ker f ‘,*. 

5.3. After a finite number folds, each of which decreases the number of 
edges of X, we can achieve the situation that f ) Df’ : Df’ + Y and 
f’ I Df + Y are both immersions, and 4.5.1-4.5.4 are satisfied, in addition, in 
4.5. We observe an important consequence of this. 

5.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose that, in the situation of 4.5, f 1 Df’ and 
f’ I Df are both immersions. Then Df and Df’ are maximal trees of X. 
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ProojI By 4.52, Q-contains a maximal tree T of X. If e E E(Df) - E(T), 
let < denote the equivalence class in x,(X, v) of the circuit 

Co, lel T’ e. [ze, v] T. 

Since the circuit is in Df, f,< = 1. But f’ immerses Df in Y, so 5 = 1 in 
x,(X, u) by 1.6~. But this is absurd, since t is a free generator of x1(X, V) by 
1.4. Thus Df = T. Similarly Df’ is a maximal tree of X. 

We need a stronger condition than the hypothesis of 5.4, which cannot 
be achieved by passage to a quotient in general. 

5.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose X, f, f', v, Y are as in 4.5 and in addition 

flD(f') and f'ID(f) are immersions. Let e, e’ be distinct edges in 
E(X) - E(D(f )) be such that ze = le’, fe =fe’, and e q! Of’. Let 
X, =X- {e, .?} and let fi, f; be the restrictions off, f’ to X,, respectively. 
Then X,, f,, f ‘,, v, Y satisfy the conclusions of 4.5, namely 4.5.1-4.5.4. 

Remark. If the distinct edges e, e’ are folded by f, then one of them 
must not lie in D(f ‘), since f 1 D(f ‘) is assumed to be an immersion. Thus 
there’s no loss in generality in assuming e $ D(f’). The pair (e, e’) is 
admissible, since if P = e’, then e E D( f ), contrary to hypothesis. 

Proof of 5.5. Since Df is a maximal tree in X by 5.4, let a = [v, zelor-, 
B = Cu, zelDr, and y = [re, re’] Df P e 

a a 
V Y 

0’ 

Since fe = fe’, if we let l be the equivalence class of the circuit 

a . e. y .2’ . Cc, 

then 5 E Ker f, = Ker f;. We shall show that fie and f ‘i* are surjective. 
Now the free generator of rc ,( X, u) corresponding to e $ Df is a. e * 8. But 

where “[ 1” denotes the equivalence class of a path. But 
[ae’rb] E ?r,( X, , u), since Df c Xi. Thus f ,. is sirjective. The same com- 
putation shows that f ‘,* is also surjective. 

Since fie and f ;* are surjective and Y has only one vertex, it follows that 
f, and f ‘, are surjective. For if fi, say, were not surjective, then the image 
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of fi* would be contained in a proper free factor of rrI( Y). Hence fi and f; 
are special, by 3.7, and 4.5.1 is verified. 

Since D(f) = D(f,) and D(f’) =D(f;), it is clear that 4.5.2 is satisfied 
for fl , fi . 

To see that 4.5.3 is satisfied, let G=rr,(X, u), G, =rcr(Xr, u), and 
K= Ker f, = Ker f$. Observe that G, is a subgroup (in fact, a free factor) 
of G. Then Ker fi* = K n G, = Ker f ;. , verifying 4.5.3. 

The last property, 4.5.4, follows immediately from 

5.5.1. LEMMA. Let f, f’ : G + H be homomorphisms of groups with 
Ker f = Ker f ‘. Let G, < G be such that f 1 G, and f’ 1 G, are both surjec- 
tive. The f’ 0 f - ’ = f; 0 f; 1 as automorphisms of H. 

This completes the proof of 5.5. 
It is clear that one may iterate the argument of 5.5, removing if necessary 

a finite number of edges of X, to achieve at the end the situation that 
f 1 X- ED(f) is an immersion and f’ 1 X- E(D( f ‘)) is an immersion. We 
state this result as 

5.6. THEOREM. Let Y be a finite graph with one vertex and let q4 be an 
automorphism of 7c,( Y). Then there is a finite connected graph X, morphisms 
f, f’ : X + Y and v E V(X) such that 

G 1: Df and Df’ are maximal trees of X and E( Df) n E( Df ‘) = @, 

G2: f 1 (X- E(Df)) and f’ 1 (X- E(Df’)) are both immersions, 

G3: f and f’ are special, Ker f, = Ker f$, and fi 0 f; ’ = 4. 

Remark. We have attempted to axiomatize as many of the arguments 
that follow as possible. In fact, only Gl-G3 and their consequence G4, to 
be introduced in 5.10, are used in describing fixed points of 4. 

5.7. EXAMPLE. Let 4: F(x, y) -+ F(x, y) be given b x + x, y -+ yx*. We 
draw the geometrical realization of X in 5.6 realizing 4: 

(Hatching indicates the maximal trees DJ Df ‘; the labels indicate how A f’ 
map X to the bouquet 

of two circles.) 
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5.8. EXAMPLE. Let 4: F(x, y) + F(x, y) given by x + xy2, y + xy. The 
geometrical realization of X realizing 4 in 5.6 is drawn below: 

If one chooses the vertex w  instead, one realizes the automorphism 
x+yxy, y+yx. 

5.9. EXAMPLE. Let $ be the automotphism of F(x, y, z) given by 
x+xy, y-+yz, z+x-‘. The pictures realizing 4 in 5.6 are the following: 

5.10. THEOREM. Suppose f, f’: X-+ Y are morphisms satisfying Gl-G3 
of 5.6. Then property G4 below follows: 

G4: (“Path Surgery”) Let e, e’ E E(X) - E(Df) be such that fe = fe’. 
Then I(F.a.e’)>l(/3), where CL= [le, ze’lof. and a= [ze, ze’lD,.. A similar 
statement is valid with f’ replacing f throughout. 

Proof Let w  = re. It is convenient to use w  as base point for the fun- 
damental group. Observe that since X is connected and Ker f,D = Ker f& 
by G3, it follows that Ker f+,,, = Ker fLH,. 

Observe that F.ol.e’*B is a circuit at w  such that f,,,.([F.a.e’.fl])= 1. 
Hence fi,( [c?. CI. e’ . fl]) = 1. Thus f ‘(Cae’) N f’(p). However, f’ 1 Df is an 
immersion (by Gl and G2) and /3 is a reduced path in Df, so f’(P) is the 
path of minimal length in its equivalence class. Hence 

l(b) = l(f ‘(fl)) < l(f ‘(Cue’)) = I(.?. a * e’). 

We claim the inequality here is strict. If not, l(f ‘(F. a. e’)) = l(f ‘(/I)), and 
f ‘(F * tl. e’) is equivalent to f ‘(fl). It follows that f ‘(pae’) is reduced and 
hence equal to f’(P) (1.3). 
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Now ke’ and /!J are two paths with the same initial point w. If 
p=eIe,...e,, (ei~E(Df)), we deduce that f’(e,)=f’(e). Now e, ED~ but 
J? 4 Df (by hypothesis). Since e, is mapped non-degenerately by f ', P 4 Df ‘. 

Thus .@,e,$Df’, @=re,, and f’(F)=f’(e,). But f’[ (X-E(Df’)) is an 
immersion by G2. Thus e = e, , so e E Df, contrary to hypothesis. 

Hence I(p) < I(e. c(. e’) and the proof of 5.10 is complete. 

6. FIXED POINTS 

We define the notions that enable us to analyze fixed points of 
automorphisms. The notation is that of 5.6, and properties Gl-G4 are 
valid for f, f' : X + Y. 

6.1. DEFINITION. Let Fix(d)= {vend I d(s)=vl). Let &= 
{SEX,(X 4I.f*(t)=f;(o;. 

6.1.1. LEMMA. ,f,(e) = Fix($). 

Prod: f,(ir)EFix(4) iff 4f,(O=f*(O iff (fiof;'Jof,(t)=f,(s') iff 
f.J<) = f.+(t) iff 4 E 8. & maps onto Fix(4) since f, is surjective. 

6.2. DEFINITION. A reduced path (x,, x~,..., x,,) in X is called f-reduced 
if, after deleting all X;E Df, then applying f to the remaining edges, the 
resulting path in Y is reduced. The path p in X is called (5 f ‘)-reduced if it 
is both f-reduced and f’-reduced. A path p in X is called invariant if 
f,(p) = ,fi( p), when f,(p) denotes the homotopy class off(p). An (f, f ‘)- 
reduced invariant path p in X is called minimal if no non-trivial initial 
segment of p is invariant. We denote by J$? the set of minimal (A f’)- 
reduced invariant paths. 

6.3. PROPOSITION. If ye E 7t,( Y), then there are onlyv finitely many f- 
reduced paths p in X with f*p = 4. 

Proof: Let u be represented by the (unique) reduced path ( y,, y?,..., y,,) 
in Y. Let x,EE(X) be such that f(xi) = yi (these exist by G3). Let 
w, w’ E V(X). Then the path p= cw ~X,lDf.-~,. [TX,, %lDf. 
X2’ “. . x,, [TX,,, M)‘]~, is f-reduced and f.+p = q. Conversely, if p’ is an f- 
reduced path with f,p’ = q, tp’ = w, zp’ = w’, then, since p’ is reduced and 
Df is a maximal tree of X, p’ can be written in the form p’= 
CM’, ZX’,]~,..~‘, . [rx;, IX;] .x;. ... .xk. [rxk, w’lDr with xi+ Df: The con- 
dition that p’ be f-reduced requires n = m and f(xi) = yi, 16 i < n. 

Since there are only a finite number of choices of xi, f (xi) = yI, and of 
~1, U”E V(X), there are only finitely many f-reduced paths p with f,p=q. 
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6.4. THEOREM. For each reduced path p in X there exists an (f, f ‘)- 
reduced path p1 such that 

6.4.1. lp=lpl, zp=zp, and 

6.42 f*p=f*p1>.f;p=f;p,. 

ProojI Suppose that p is not f-reduced. Then p must be a path product 
of reduced paths p = p,, . p, . p2, with “no cancellation” (so, e.g., if x is the 
last edge of pO and x’ is the first edge of pl, then X # x’), where pO and p2 
are possibly empty, and p, has the form 

p1 =e* [re, le’]or.e’, 

with e, e’ q! Of and 5 = f(e’). By G4 of 5.10, 1( [ze, re’lDr) < I( p1 ). Thus if 
P’= po’ Cle, =Gf* p2, then p’ is a path with lp’ = up, up’= up, and 
f,p’= f,p. But this implies that f,(p’. p) = 1, where p’ . DE x,(X, up). 
Since X is connected, G3 (which was stated at vertex u) implies 
fJp’.p)= 1, so f;(p’)= f;(p). In addition f(p’)<I(p). 

Since p’ need not be reduced, we may apply elementary reductions to 
reduce it, to get a reduced path p” having the same end points as p and the 
same images under f, and f; as p, and in addition with Z(p”) < f(p). 

If p” is either not f-reduced or not f’-reduced, we can continue with an 
analogous argument using “path surgeries,” G4. Each surgery decreases the 
length, so the process converges in a finite number of steps with an (f, f’) 
reduced path satisfying the conclusions of the theorem. 

6.5. COROLLARY. If q E f,(S), there exists an (A f’)-reduced circuit w 
based at v such that w is invariant and f*w = q. 

Proof: Let w’ E & be such that f*w’ = q. By 6.4 there is an (f, f’)- 
reduced circuit w  based at v with f.+w = f*w’ = q, f&w = f:w’ = q, so w is 
invariant. 

Remark. If w  is an (f, f’) reduced invariant path in X, then clearly 
w=wl’w2”’ w,, where wi E A, and we can even assume there is “no can- 
cellation” in this product. It is convenient to rephrase 6.5 to make use of 
this fact. 

6.6. Let 2 be the graph obtained from X by identifying all vertices of X 
to one vertex. Formally, we have a push out diagram 

V(X) 2 x 

I I 
P 

* -z 
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where X-t” Z is an immersion (since p is clearly bijective on edges). By 
1.6c, the induced map p*: rci(X, u) + xi(Z) is injective, so we can identify 
rri(X, u) with its image under p*. Similarly, A! consists of reduced paths of 
X, so by 1.6a, A’ can be identified with a subset of n,(Z). 

Furthermore, the maps f, f ‘: X-+ Y factor through Z, since Y has only 
one vertex. Denote the factorizations Z --t Y by the same letters f, f’. With 
these conventions we have 

6.7. COROLLARY. f,(S)=f,((d) n 71, (A’, u)), where (A’ ) denotes the 
subgroup generated by ~2’. 

Proof: That the left-hand side is contained in the right-hand side 
follows from 6.5 and the Remark following it. Conversely, suppose 
5 E (AM) n X,(X, u) (all taking place in rc,(Z)). This implies f,(t) =fi(<), 
so 5 E &. This f,(l) E f, 6, and the proof is complete. 

6.8. EXAMPLE. Recall example 5.7, 4: .Y + X, y --f yx’. Label X there as 
follows (only oriented edges are drawn): 

Then A$’ = {e, 2, da, iii!, hc, Fb, a. (bc)” d, d(&)“& c(da)“b, &ad)“?; n 2 0). 
From this, one computes 

Fix(~)=f,d=f,((~)n?r,(X, u))= (x, yxy-‘). 

6.9. Remark. I have been asked why a description as complicated as 
5.7, 6.8 is necessary to study as innocuous an automorphism as 4: x +x, 
y + yx’. Perhaps I can convince the reader that this example is not nearly 
so innocuous by considering the graph X, whose realization is drawn 
below, along with two maps J f’ to the bouquet of two circles. 

c 

d 
x: ” 

9 0 b 

x 
” 

8 Y  f 

x 

Y 

63 Y  I: 
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Observe that f&of*;’ = 4. Here A! = {cd, &, dc, Cd, a, ti}, so 
f,((A) nx,(X, u)) = (x). In this case there is no (f, f’)-reduced 
invariant circuit representing yxy - ’ E Fix(q). For example, the circuit 
abcd&i= p is such that f*p = fkp= yxy-‘, and p is f-reduced. But p is 
not y-reduced and p cannot be modified by surgery to give an (f, f’) 
reduced circuit. 

What goes wrong in this example is that Df’ is not a maximal tree of X 
and Gl is not satisfied (although G2 and G3 are valid and Df is a maximal 
tree of X). Nor is G4, the formal consequence of Gl-G3, satisfied. 

6.10. EXAMPLE. We state what JZ is in Example 5.8, although the 
techniques to justify this are postponed until 7.8. 

Label X in 5.8: 
0 

c 

Then .& = (ab, bii, cd, &}. Hence for 4: x + xy’, y -+ xy one has Fix(d) = 
f,(<A> n x1(X u)) = 111. 

6.11. EXAMPLE. Return to Example 5.9 and label X there: 

h 

b 

Then .&’ = {ab, t%i, cdF, e&} although this will be justified only later. Hence 
Fix(d) = { 1 }. 

7. CONSTRUCTION OF A%' 

In this section we discuss a procedure for constructing the elements of 
Jz’. We assume throughout that f, f’ : X + Y satisfy conditions Gl-G3 of 
5.6. 

7.1. LEMMA. Let PEA%’ and let e be the initial edge of p. Then either 
e e E(Df ), or e E E(Df ‘), or fe = f ‘e E E( Y). 

Proof: Assume e $ Df u Df’ and fe = x. Then x is the initial edge in the 
reduced word f*p = fip since p is (A f ‘)-reduced. Then fe = f ‘e. 
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We shall follow the convention that if e, e’ E E(X), then 
e. [se, ze’]“, . e’ = e. e’ if re = re’. In other words, we omit the trivial path 
re = ze’ from e . [ te, re’] Df’ e’ if e . e’ is defined. 

In analyzing p E A’, we may restrict ourselves thus to p with initial edge 
e in Of: The case with initial edge in Df’ is handled by interchanging roles 
off and f ‘, and the case e E E(X) n ,& requires no further elaboration. 

7.2. LEMMA (“Necessary condition”). If PE J? has initial edge e E Df 
and x, E E(X) is the first edge (reading from left to right) in p satisfying 
x, 4 Df, then f ‘e = fx, and [ze, 1x1] Dt. does not have initial edge 2. Thus 
e. [re, zx,lnl..x, = [le, ZX~]~~..X, is (f, f’)-reduced. 

Proof: We can write p=p,.pz, where p,=e,.e,. ... .e;x, and 
e, =e, eiE Df: Since p is (f, f’)-reduced, so is p,. But f.+p begins with 
f,p, =f~r and fkp begins with f’e, = f’e. Thus f’(e)=f(x,). 

We now establish a partial converse. 

7.3. LEMMA. ZfeeE(Df) and ~,EE(X) is such that f(x,)=f’(e) and 
[re, fx,lnl- does not begin with F, then 

p1 =: e. [re, LY~]~/.x, 

is (f, f ‘)-reduced. 

Proof: It remains only to check that p, is f’ reduced. This is clear if 
x, E E( Df ‘) since f’ / Df is an immersion and e. [re, z.x,]~~ is reduced by 
hypothesis. If x, EE(X)-E(Df’), it will follow (since f’ j (X-ED(f’)) is 
an immersion) once we know that p, is reduced. But x, 4 Df so no “can- 
cellation” can take place between [re, zxr ] DT and x1, and no “cancallation” 
takes place between e and [ze, IX, ] Df by hypothesis. This completes the 
proof. 

We shall regard p1 as a first stage in an algorithm to produce a path 
p E A+’ with initial edge e. 

7.3.1. EXAMPLE. The results 7.2, 7.3 give a necessary conditon for there 
to exist p E ,.# starting with a given edge e. We refer the reader to [3] for 
examples in the CMT case, 1.8 where this necessary condition cuts down 
the size of A’. Here is a non-CMT example. 

Let cp be given by x H XjX, J H jX. Then q is realized geometrically by 
X, J f’ below: 
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It is easily checked that no element of J? starts in Df, using 7.2. Similarly, 
one checks that no element of 4? starts in Of’. Thus ~8 = 4, and thus 
Fix cp = (11, by 6.7 and 6.1.1. 

7.4. Remark. In the CMT case [3], the necessary condition 7.1 was the 
only obstruction to the existence of a potentially infinite (f, f’)-reduced 
invariant minimal word. In effect, this followed since reduced paths are 
automatically (f, f’) reduced in the CMT case. This is no longer true in the 
general setting. 

7.5. If the hypotheses of 7.3 are satisfied, then f,p, =.fx, =: y, and 
fLp,= YlY2 ... y,, (reduced). If si = 1, then p1 E .4 and we’re done. If 
s, 2 2, pick x2 E E(X) such that f(x2) = y, and let 

P2 = Pl . CrPl, ~X2lDfX2. 

This path is f-reduced and f*p2 = y, y2. If p2 is also f’-reduced, then 
.f~P2=Yl~~~Ys;Ys,+I ... y,, (reduced), where s2 > s,. If s2 = 2, then 
p2c 4’. If s2 2 3, we pick x3 such that S(X~) = y, and form p3 = p2. 

bP2, txs] of’ x3, again an f-reduced path which may fail to be j-‘-reduced. 
Continuing in this way we construct a (potentially infinite) sequence of 
“approximate invariant” paths p, p2 ,... such that pn is an initial segment of 

P n + , . Having constucted p,, , (f, f/)-reduced, we may only be obstructed 
from constructing pn + , if (1) for all choices of x,,+ , with f’x, + i = y, + , , 
the path P,,+~ =pn’ [up,, ZX,,+~]~~.X,+, is not f’ reduced, or (2) if pI1 is 
itself in &Z (i.e., we have exhausted all the y,‘s, f,p, = fip,,). 

That this procedure produces all elements of J%! is the content of the next 
result. 

7.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose p E A? has initial edge e E Dj Then there is a 
finite sequence of “approximate invariant? pl, pz,..., p,, as in 7.5 with 

P”= P. 

ProojI Write f,p=f$(p)= y, . . . y,, a reduced path in Y. Then there 
are precisely n edges in p, xi, 1 Q i< n, which are not in Df, and with 
fxi = yi (since p is f-reduced). Thus p can be written uniquely as p = 

ClP, WlDf.X, . [TX,, zx2]M’x,. ... ‘X,’ [7x,, rp] op Define pj to be the 
initial segment of p up through x,, so f,p,= i, y, ... y, and fipj= 

Yl Y2 ... ys,. Observe thatjdsjdsj+, and j = sj if and only if pi is invariant. 
Since p E A, p is a minimal invariant and hence p = pn, so T(x,) = 7p as 
well. This completes the proof of 7.6. 

7.7. COROLLARY (“Antisymmetry Principle”). Zf p E A has its initial 
edge in Df, then p has its last edge in Of’. 
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Proof In the notation of the proof of 7.6, p= p,, has its last edge 
x, C# Df If we consider p, it is clear p E A, so by 7.1, X, is either in Df or in 
Df’ or else jX,, = f’.?, EE( Y). But the last alternative would contradict 
minimality of p, for then a proper nontrivial initial segment of p would be 
invariant. Thus X, E Df’ and hence x, E Df ‘. This completes the proof. 

7.8. EXAMPLE. Return to the example 5.8, 6.10, q.v. 

x: b 
e 

63 

d 
9 

c 

Y  

x 

m  ” Y  

x 
Y  

m  

Y  

f f’ 

One checks that all the edges of Df satisfy the necessary condition 7.2. 
Among the edges of Of’, only a and c satisfy the necessary condition and 
ab, cdE X. We claim that these two paths ab, cd are the only elements of 
,.4? starting in Of’. For example, the only choices for x, in 7.5 with 
f’(x,)=f(a)=y are b and d. However, [ta,~d]~~=a, so a.[ra,rd],/..d 
is not reduced. Hence d is eliminated and only ab E 4? starts with a. The 
reasoning for cd is similar. We deduce that 6ti, &E &? from this. 

If any element p E ,I begins in Df, it must end in Df’ by 7.7, hence must 
end in 5 or C. Thus p begins in a or c, so p = ab or cd. Thus p = 65 or &. In 
particular, no path in ,I starts with b, d, e or .C. 

Thus 4 = (ab, b5, cd, &} as claimed in 6.10. 
The argument for & in 6.11, 5.9 is similar and is omitted. 
Thus 7.2 and 7.7 give useful tools for limiting the size of 4!, whereas 7.6 

provides an algorithm for computing all elements of JZ (although it does 
not answer the question when the algorithm goes on indefinitely without 
producing an element of JZ%’ in a finite number of steps, cf. [3, Sect. 61). 

8. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF A 

In this section we examine in greater depth the construction of the set 
&!. We continue to assume throughout that f, f ‘: X+ Y satisfy conditions 
Gl-G3 of 5.6. 
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8.1. DEFINITION. Given e E E(Df) let {pi, i< n} be a construction of 
approximate invariants all starting with edge e (7.5). Recall that each pi is 
(f, f’)-reduced with pi an initial segment of pi+, = pi. [zp,, zxi+ ilDf+ xi+, . 
Here f*(Pi) = YI * * * yi (reduced), f;( pi) = y, . * * y,!, f(xi) = yi, i < si, and 
the inequality is strict for i < n. Also pn E .4! iff s, = n. We call the construc- 
tion {pi, i < n} standard if for each 1~ i < n - 1, xi+, is chosen so that 
Pi+1 is of minimal length (so p, is of minimal length; p2 is of minimal 
length subject to choice of x1 ... ; pi+ I is of minimal length subject to 
choice of x,, x2 ,..., xi; . ..). 

Let .4& denote the set of (f, f’) reduced minimal invariants p with initial 
edge e. If e E Df and p E J&, we call p standard if p = p,,, where {pi, i < n} 
is a standard sequence of approximate invariants (7.6). 

Similar definitions are made if e E Df ‘. 

8.2. LEMMA. Suppose {pi, i< n} is a standard construction of 
approximate invariants where the initial edge of all pi is in Df Let a E E(Df) 
be such that z( p,) = z(a). Then p,, * a is (f, f ‘)-reduced provided n > 1 or if 
n=l andp,$.H. 

Proof P~=P~-~’ C~P,-~, wJqf- x, with x, 4 Df: Since p,, is given f- 
reduced, it follows that p,, * a is f-reduced. If x, 4 Df ‘, then f ‘(x,) # f’(a), 
since f’ 1 (X- E(Df ‘)) is an immersion. Thus pn. a is f’ reduced if 
x,$Df ‘. 

We may assume then that x, E E(Df’) and p,!. a is not f’-reduced We 
may then write pn = y. b. CI, where a = [zb, sp,]o,.,, f’(b) = f ‘(a), and a is a 
non-trivial geodesic in Df ‘. Let b = [zb, valor,. 

We claim that b E E(Df ). If not, then b $ E( Df) u E(Df ‘). Thus b = xi for 
some i<n. We have f&3)= f;(b * a* a) = 1. By G3 we deduce that 
f,(b) = f*(baa) = f,(b- a) as reduced words in ?I,( Y). Let x’ be the first 
edge of /?. Then x’ E E(Df’) and f(x’) = f(b) and 1(x’) = z(b). But x’ and b 
are both in X- E(Df) and f is an immersion on X - E(Df ). It follows that 
x’ = b, whence b E Df ‘, a contradiction. Thus b E E(Df) as claimed. 
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As in the preceding paragraph, we deduce that f,(b) =f*(baa) =f.+(cr) 
as reduced words in 7t,( Y). Also f,(rp) = f,(y@) = f*(ybcl) = f,(p,). 

There is a special case we must consider first, when y is empty, so b E Df 
is the initial edge of all p,. In this case, since b. tl is an approximate 
invariant and c( is a geodesic in Of’, we deduce that I(U) = 1, 
a=x,~E(Df’), f’(b)=f(x,), so b.ae,l and n=l, p,=b.cc. 

We assume now that y is not empty, so y begins with the same edge in 
Df as all the pi. 

Let .Y be the first edge of M, XE E(Df’), and let x’ be the first edge of 
8, x’ E E(Df ‘). Then y . b .x= pi for a unique index i, i6n. Let p( = y.x’. 
Since f,/l= f*a, we deduce that f,(p:) = f,(pj). 

We claim that p,’ is (L f’)-reduced. If this were established, note that 
I(p;) = /(pi)- 1, so we would get { p1 ,..., pip,, pi}, a construction of 
approximate invariants (7.5) of shorter length than { pI,..., p,}, con- 
tradicting the assumption that {pi, j< n} was standard. 

We show first that p( is reduced. If y ends in an edge of X- E(Df ‘), this 
is clear since x’ E E(Df ‘). If y ends in an edge z E E(Df ‘), write y = 6. z. If 
z=.Y’, then f,(S)= f,(pj)= f*(pi). But f,(p,) has length i and f.,.(S) has 
length < i, so a contradiction is achieved. The same argument shows in fact 
that p: is f-reduced. 

Since x’ E E( Df ‘) and y is f’ reduced and y . x’ is reduced, it follows that 
pi = y x’ is f ‘-reduced. Hence p! is (f, f ‘)-reduced. The proof of the claim 
is complete and 8.2 follows. 

8.3. PROPOSITION. Let {pi, i 6 n} be two constructions of approximate 
inoariants starting with the same edge e E Df Assume {pi, id n} is standard. 
Then f.J p,,) = f,(pL) and fi(p,) is an initial segment of fi(pL). 

Proof. It may happen that n = 1 and p, is invariant, so p1 = e. x1, 
x, eE(Df’), f(x,)= f’(e). In this case p’, =e. [Te, ZX’,]~~.X; is (f, f’) 
reduced with f’(e)=f(x’,). Thus f,(p’,)=f(x’,)= f’(e)=f(x,)=f.+(pl) 
and f;( p’,) has initial edge f’(e) = f,(p,). Thus the proposition is true in 
the degenerate case excluded by 8.2. We shall assume now that n > 1 or 
that n = 1 and p, is not invariant, so 8.2 is applicable and proceed by 
induction on n. 

If fz = CSP,,, ~P:,lfJf, then it follows from 8.2 and Gl, G2 that pn. c1 is 
(A f’)-reduced. Consider first the case n = 1. Here f,(p, c() = f,p, = 
f’(e)=f*(p’,), and ~(p~.c()=z(p’,). We get from G3 that f;(p,.cc)= 
fi( pi ). Thus fi( p, ) is an initial segment of f;( pi) and the induction starts. 

Assume that f*(p+ ,) = f,(p:,- i) and f:(p,- ,) is an initial segment of 
fi( p:,- I). We shall show the corresponding conclusions with n - 1 
replaced by n. Since neither p+ i nor pi-, is invariant (otherwise the con- 
struction 7.5 terminates at n - 1) and f;( p,- ,) is an initial segment of 
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fi(~k-,) we get Y,=Y;, where ~*(PJ=Y~*...Y~, f,p;=y;..~A,. Thus 
f,( p,) = f,( ph). It remains to show that &(p,) is an initial segment of 
fL( Pk). 

If u = CUP,, ~PklDf, then it follows from 8.2 and Gl, G2 that pn. c1 is 
(A f ‘)-reduced. Since f,(p,, . tl) = f,( p,) = f,( ph) and z( pn. CC) = z( p;), we 
get from G3 that &(p,, . a) =fi(pi). Thus fi(p”) is indeed an initial 
segment of fL(pL) and the proof is complete. 

8.4. COROLLARY. Let {pi, i< n} and { p:, i< n} be two standard con- 
structions starting with the same edge e E E(Df). Then f,(p,) = f,(p;), 
fi(p,)=fL(pL,) and ~(P,)=z(P~). 

Proof Since fL( p,) and f$(pk) are initial segments of each other by 
8.3, it follows that they are equal. It follows that, if CI = [I, t(p;)lD,., 
f;(a) is trivial. Since f’ 1 Df is an immersion, CI is trivial, and t( p,) = z( p:). 

8.5. DEFINITION. If p and p’ are two paths in X, we write p g p’ if 
l(p)=l(p’), z(p)=s(p’), f,(p)=f,(p’) and (of necessity, from G3) 
f;(p) = f;( p’). We may restate the conclusion of 8.4 in this notation as 
P, p Pk. 

8.6. THEOREM. If p, p’ E AC with e E E(Df) and ifp and p’ are standard, 
then p p p’. 

Proof. p = p,, and p’ = pi, where {p,, i<n} and {p\, i<m} are stan- 
dard constructions (7.6). Suppose n Q m. Then by 8.3 f,( p,) = f,(pi) and 
f;(p,) is an initial segment of fL(pk) and fA(pk) is an initial segment of 
fi(pn). Thus f,( pk) = f,( p,) = fi( p,) = fi( pk) and it follows that p; E A?, 
so n = m. From 8.4 it follows that p k p’. 

8.7. THEOREM. Zf p, p’ E AC with e E E(Df) and if p is standard, then 
f,(p) is an initial segment of f,(p’). 

ProoJ Let p=p,, and p’=pL where {pi, i<n} and {p:,i<m) are 
approximate invariants by 7.6. Suppose first that m <n. It follows from 8.3 
that f*(p,) =f*(pk) and f;(p,) is an initial segment of f;(pk) = f,(pk). 
But by a length computation this implies p, is invariant, so m = n. 

Thus we may assume n < m. 
By 8.3, f,( p,) = f,(pl). Since the latter is an initial segment of f,(p’), 

the result follows. 

64l7/64/1-6 
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8.8. EXAMPLE. Consider the graphs drawn below. 

k 

d’ 

$zzJj y@ 
f f’ 

One checks that Gl-G3 are satisfied. At vertex u, cp is given by 
x --+ XM’, y + M’ - ‘yzy ~ ‘x ~ l, -1 -I z-+xyw x ) w  + w. One has here J&, = 
{ahcde, ah’c’d’, ab”} and f,(abcde) = XJJZ, f.+(ab’c’d’) = xw, f*(N) = x. 
Here ab” is standard and we see directly that the conclusion of 8.7 is valid. 

8.9. EXAMPLE. Review Example 6.8. The standard invariants are 
ad, bc, da, cb and their “bars.” 

9. FINITENESS THEOREM 

We shall extract from &! a finite subset which suffices to generate all 
fixed points of cp. As always, f, f’ : X+ Y continue to satisfy Gl-G3 of 5.6. 

9.1. DEFINITION. Let 4” be the following subset of &‘: 

(1) Iffe=f’e,eEJ?‘. 
(2) If eE E(Df) or e E E(Df') and if J&, # 0, choose one standard 

path p,, E J& (8.1) and for this choice, set p, E &?‘I. Observe that if p: is 
another standard path in de, then by 8.6, pp p p:. 

We shall prove our finiteness results using the choice of JZ’ just made. 

9.2. Remark. If PE 4 is standard, we do not know if p is also stan- 
dard. 

9.3. LEMMA. Let p, p’ be invariant paths in X with z(p) = I and 
fJp)=f,(p'). Then ~(P)=$P’), so P p P’. 
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Proof: Let a = [rp, rp’lQf. Then f,(p.a)=f.,.(p’). Since p*cr and p’ 
have the same initial and terminal vertices, it follows from G3 that 
fi( pa) = &( p’). Since p and p’ are invariant, f;(p) = &( p’). Thus &(a) is 
trivial. However, f’ 1 Of is an immersion (Gl and G2), so a must be the 
trivial path (1.6a). Thus t(p) = z( p’). 

9.4. THEOREM. fJ(A')nn,(X, u))=f,((d)n7c1(X, u)). 

Proof: Given w  E A, we shall show by induction on Qf,(w)) that there 
is a path p1 p2-.. p,,=p in X, piEA!‘, with p + w. 

If w  E E(X) and fw = f’w, then w  E &“. If Z(f,(w)) = 1 and the initial edge 
e of w  is in Df, then of necessity w=e*x,, where f’(e)=f(x,) (7.5) and 
x1 E E(Df’) (7.7). We claim w  = p,. For if e. xi E +s$‘~, then 
f(x;) =f(x,) = f’(e). But since f 1 (X- E(Df)) is an immersion, x1 = xi. 
Thus w  = pE E A’. 

The case l(f,(w)) = 1 with initial edge of w  in Df’ is handled similarly. 
Thus the induction starts. 

Assume the inductive assertion for all w’ E &! with l(f,(w’)) d n - 1, and 
let w  E &’ with I(f,( w)) = n > 1. It follows that the first edge e of w  is in 
Df u Df ‘. Without loss of generality, assume e E E( Df ). Let I( f,( p,)) = m, 
so m<n (8.7). In addition f.Jpr) is an initial segment of f,(w) (8.7). If 
m = n, then f,(p,) = f*(w), so by 9.3, p, P w  and we are done. 

If m <n let a = [z(p,), r(w,)],(, where { wi, is n} is a sequence 
approximate invariants for w  = w, (7.6). Since 

of 

f,(p,) = f*(w,) (8.3), we have f*(wm * c1) = f,(p,). Then G3 implies 
fi(w* . a) = f;l( p,). From this it follows that w, . Cr is invariant and hence 
so is 01. /I, where p is the tail segment of w  after w,, w  = w,. b. Observe 
that l(f,(w, . E)) <n and l(f,(c$)) <n. By 6.4 there are (f, f’) reduced 
paths y, and yz in X with y, p w, .Eandy, s a.B. Wemaywritey,,y,as 
path products of certain paths p in .&i!. Of necessity those p occurring 
satisfy /(f,(p)) < Max,, ,,2 l(f,(y,)) <n. Thus the induction hypothesis 
implies there are paths a,, a,, path products of paths in JZ’, with yi A di. 
Thus 6,.& p y,*y2 g (w;&).(a*fi) S w;/?=w, and w  is a product of 
paths in A’. The induction is complete. 

To prove the theorem, assume w  E nl(X, u) and w  is a path product of 
paths in 4. It follows that there is a product p of paths in A’ with p p w. 
Thus f.Jw)e f,( (A’) n X,(X, v)), and the proof of 9.4 is complete. 

9.5. COROLLARY. Fix(q) is a finitely generated free group. 
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Proof By 6.1.1 and 6.7, Fix(q) =f,( (A) A x1(X, u)). By 8.9 the latter 
group is .fJ <A’> n x,(X, u)). But A” is a finite set, so (A’) and X,(X, u) 
are finitely generated subgroups of n,(Z). By Howson’s theorem [ 10, 5.61, 
(A’) n n,(X, u) is finitely generated. Thus Fix(q) is finitely generated. 

9.6. EXAMPLE. Refer again to 5.7, 6.8, 8.9. ,,zY’= [e, 2, ad, &, cb, &, bc, 
Pb, da, aa}. Then (A ) n rc,(X, u) = (ad, ecb.?) from the algorithmic form 
of Howson’s theorem given by Stallings [ 10, 5.61. It follows that Fix(q) = 
(x, y,u?, - ’ ) as asserted in 6.8. 

9.7. PROPOSITION. If Fix(q) Z { 1 }, then rank(Fix(6;)) - 1 d 
2( #E(X)- 1). (h,(X)- I), where h,(X) is the first betti number of X. 

ProoJ: This is a consequence of 9.4 and the H. Neumann inequality (see 
[2,4.1]), which in our context says that if (%d’) n x,(X, v) # (1) then 
rank((.A!‘)nrr,(X,~))-l12(rank((A’))-l)~(h,(X)-l). Observing 
that # (A#‘) < #E(X), the assertion follows. 

9.8. THEOREM. If G is a finitely generated group of automorphisms of the 
finitely generated free group F, then p =: {x E F 1 gx = x for all g E G} is a 
finitely generated subgroup of F. 

Proof: Let { 4,, & ,..., 0,). b e a finite set of generators for G. Then 
FG=n:I=, Fix(4i). By 9.5 each Fix(#;) is finitely generated. From Howson’s 
theorem it follows that P is finitely generated, and the proof is complete. 

9.9. Remark. This result 9.8 settles the question raised in [l, p. 1951, 
whether P is finitely generated, for finitely generated free groups F, in the 
case G is a finitely generated group of automorphisms of F. The general 
case, whether FG‘ is finitely generated for arbitrary G and finitely generated 
free F, is still open. 

9.10. Remark. If we could prove that p is standard if p is standard, 
then the techniques of [3, Sect. 81 would show rank Fix(q) 9 h,(X). In fact 
in all the examples we have computed as well as in the references [ 1,6, 31, 
the stronger inequality rank Fix(q) <h,(Y) holds. We would like to inquire 
whether this stronger inequality holds in general. 

9.11. Remark. In an earlier version of this article we asked whether the 
following generalization of Corollary 9.5 was true: if f, g: F+ F, are two 
homomorphisms of finitely generated free groups and if d = {x E F ( a(x) = 
p(x)} then was f(8) finitely generated? That this is not the case in general 
may be seen by letting F be free with basis {x, y, z} and F1 be free 
with basis {a, b} and defining f(x) = 1, f(y) = a, f(z) = 6, g(x) = a, 
g(u) = 1, and g(z) = h-l. If one sets U, =?‘~z-~“yz~, n E Z, then 
f(u,) = b-“ab” = g(u,) so U, E b. It is not difficult to verify from this that 
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f(S) = (b-“ab”, n E b), which is not finitely generated. This example is 
due to JohnStallings, based on a suggestion of Craig Squier’s. 

9.12. THEOREM. If G is a finitely generated discrete subgroup of PSf,( W) 
and f: G + G is an automorphism of G, then Fix(f) is finitely generated. 

Proof: By a result of Selberg’s [S] G contains a subgroup N of finite 
index without elliptic elements, whence N is torsion free. By passage to a 
subgroup of finite index, we may assume in addition that N is a charac- 
teristic subgroup of G. Thus f I N= f, is an automorphism of N. Since N 
acts properly discontinuously and freely on the upper half plane H, it 
follows that the orbit space N\H is a two dimensional manifold with 
finitely generated fundamental group N. There are two cases to consider. 

Case 1. N\H is not closed. In this case N is free, so by Corollary 9.5, 
Fix( f, ) is finitely generated. Since Fix(f) is a finite extension of Fix( f 1), it 
follows that Fix(f) is finitely generated. 

Case 2. N\H is closed. Since N\H is a space of type K( N, 1) (assum- 
ing N # (1)) there is a homotopy equivalence g of N\H which may be 
assume to preserve a base point p, such that the map induced by g on the 
fundamental group is f,. Furthermore g is homotopic to a 
homeomorphism h of N\H (see [12, p. 61, Lemma 1.4.33) through a 
homotopy which preserves the base point p, so f, = h, as automorphisms 
of x,( N\H, p). Now the result due to Jaco and Shalen [6] applies to show 
that Fix(h,) is finitely generated. It follows as in Case 1 that Fix(f) is 
finitely generated. This completes the proof. 

9.13. Remark. It follows from Theorem 9.12) that the fixed points of an 
automorphism of a finitely generated Fuchsian or NEC group [7, p. 1461 
are finitely generated. In effect, this has been conjectured in 1974 by Jaco 
[S, p. 307j.- 

APPENDIX 

We shall prove the form of M. Hall’s theorem that was needed in the 
proof of 3.6. 

THEOREM. If f: X--t Y is an immersion of finite graphs, then there is a 
commutative diagram 

XCZ 

f g 

\I 

Y 
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where X is a subgraph of Z and g is a finite covering. If X and Y are connec- 
ted, Z ma>’ be chosen to be connected. 

Proof: Let Y +” Y, collapse all the vertices of Y to one vertex. Clearly 
h is an immersion. Thus h 0 f: X + Y, is an immersion of X into a graph Y, 
with a single vertex. We apply Stalling’s version of M. Hall’s theorem 
[ 10, 6.11 to get a commutative diagram 

xc z, 

\I 
RI 

Y, 

where X is a subgraph of Z, and g, is a finite overing (and in fact 
V(X) = V(Z,)). Now form the libre product Z of h and g, and use the 
universal property of fibre products to get a commutative diagram 

Since Xc Z, it follows that X --+ Z is injective. Since g, is a covering it 
follows that g is a covering. The last statement in the theorem is trivial, so 
this completes the proof. 
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